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TAR LINE-UP REGAINS TOP FORM FOR PRESBYTERIAN 
Independents, 
Kappas Win SPO 
Drama Awards 
I Deedee Hoenig and Robin Rae 
1: Get Individual Medals For 
Outstanding Acting 
Winners to Present 
Plays at Assembly 
The Intramural Dramatics Con-
test sponsored by Sigma Phi Orae-
sga is over for this year, and from 
all indications was a huge success. 
* Running for three nights, a total 
of $34.00 was collected in ten-cent 
admissions. This money goes to 
the Laboratory Theatre Fund to be 
used for necessary equipment. 
The rewards were as follows 
For the women the trophy for 
first place went to the Kappa Kap 
pa Gamma sorority. Honorable 
mention went to the Independent 
Women and to the Gamma Ph: 
Beta sorority. For the men the tro-
phy for first place went to the In-
dependent Men. Honorable men-
tion went to the Kappa Alpha anc 
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternities. 
The winning groups will present 
their play in the Annie Russell 
Theatre on December thirteenth. 
Individual awards were as foi 
lows: 
The medal for the man giving 
the best individual performs 
went to Robinhood Rae of the In-
dependents. Honorable mention 
went to Jack Buckwalter of the 
Kappa Alpha, and by popular ac-
claim, although unofficial, to Ed 
Levy of Phi Delta Theta. For the 
women, the medal for the best 
dividual went to Deedee Hoenig of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Honorable 
mention went to Ann Clark of the 
Independent Women and Kathar-
ine McDonough of Pi Beta Phi. 
The prizes, donated and awarded 
by Sigma Phi Omega, consisted of 
two trophies, one for the winning 
men's group and one for the w; 
ning women's group. The troph; 
were mounted figures of "Vic-
tory", a male figure for the men 
a female figure for the women, 
with a large dramatic symbol in 
the form of a comedy-tragedy 
mask on the base. Two medals 
were awarded to the man and wo-
man designated by the judges as 
having given the best individual 
performance. The medals consisted 
of the "mask" on the front and the 
ler's name engraved on the 
hack. Honorable mention was giv-
;n to the groups winning second 
md third place, as well as for the 
individuals. The medals were per-
manent awards, but the trophies, 
engraved with the winning group's 
Winners this year have the first 
*'leg". 
The competing sororities and 
jtheir plays are as follows: 
|Kappa Kappa Gamma, "For Wo-
men only" 
[Kappa Alpha Theta, "The Ghost of 
Susannah Sweet" 
|Pi Beta Phi, "Polly Put the Ket-
tle On" 
iGamma Phi Beta, "The Will 0 ' 
The Wisp" 
Chi Omega, "Rehearsal" 
Independent Women, "Columbine" 
Alpha Phi, "Heart Beat" 
The competing men's groups 
[presented the following plays: 
Independent Men, "The Rising of 
|the Moon" 
Lambda Chi Alpha, "The Glean-
Kappa Alpha, "The Imbecile" 
Phi Delta Theta, "The Revenuer" 
It is unfortunate that two fra-
ternities and one sorority could 
not compete, but with a successful 
start in the initial year of the 
tournament the campus is already 
looking forward to an even more 
intense competition next year, 
plans for which are already being 
drawn up. 
The judges of the contest this 
year were the members of the 
Speech and Dramatic Arts depart-
ment: Mr. Allen, Mr. Bailey, and 
Dr. Pierce. Dean Enyart and Mr. 
Granberry were on the contest 
committee as was Manny Ehrlich, 
^ x officio, prexy of S. P. 0 . 
Rollins Student Players whose first Production will be given Dec. 8, 9 
Dea,n Nance Speaks on 
"Spiritual Progress" 
Choir Sings Bortniansky's 
"Lo, A Voice to Heaven" 
Dean E. C. Nance chose "Spirit-
ual Progress" as the subject of 
his address for last Sunday's Morn-
ing Meditation Service. Regard-
less of present day pessimism, 
Dean Nance believes in progress, 
thinks that it will prevail through-
out the world. "Whenever a man's 
soul begins to purr under the spirit 
of aspiration, you may be sure he 
believes in God," Dean Nance 
pointed out to emphasize his idea 
that spiritual progress first de-
veloped in response to the ideals 
of God. 
Dean Nance explained that it is 
the fear of the present and the 
dread of the future which puts us 
in bondage today, just as the Is-
raelites were put in bondage by the 
Egyptians. Many have heard Sa-
tanic voices calling to them to de-
sert their ideals. "God has made 
the soul capable of definite expan-
sion." In conclusion, Dean Nance 
added that it is the habits of the 
past, the temptations of the pres-
ent, and the uncertainties of the fu-
ture which lead us away from our 
goal and spiritual progress. 
The Chapel Choir sang Bortny-
ansky's "Lo, a Voice to Heaven 
Sounding." The student readings 
were given by John L. Liberman, 
Norine Farr, John H. Buckwalter, 
and Gaynor Davis. 
Next Sunday the speaker in the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel will be 
the Rev. W. Keith Chidester, rector 
of All Saints Episcopal Church of 
Winter Park. 
CANOE RULES FOR 1939-40 
The following rules in regard 
to obtaining canoes and paddles 
are posted on the boathouse 
door: 
Rollins students and faculty 
may obtain canoes and paddles 
at the boathouse between the 
hours of 4 and 6 P. M. from Ce-
cil Butt in charge of canoes dur-
ing these hours. 
If canoes and paddles are 
wanted at any other time, see 
Eddie Waite, Room 219, Chase 
HaU, or phone him, 81-W. 
All parties are held responsi-
ble for the condition of canoes 
and paddles that are damaged 
and will be charged for same. 
If the canoe man is absent 
when canoes are returned, the 
canoes must be pulled well up 
on the beach, to the right of the 
boathouse, and paddles pushed 
into the slot near the door to the 
right. 
Your coperation will be great-
Cfwwdryd wilhveg5m the men 
FLEET PEEPLES 
Columnist I s On Sick List 
Peggy Hudgings, Tar Dust au-
thor, was stricken suddenly with 
appendicitis Wednesday evening, 
She was operated upon at the Or-
ange General Hospital at one 
o'clock Thursday morning and is 
now convalescing very satisfactor-
ily. Peggy, as well as doing sue 
cessful work as columnist for th. 
Sandspur, writes for the Sunday 
Orlando Sentinel. 
Letters to Our Advice-to-Lovelorn Sage, 
Miss Lonely Hearts^ Shock Sandspur Staff 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts 
I'm in love with the editor of 
your paper but he always looks 
nobly through me. I've even taken 




I've been wondering myself, but 
remember, I saw him first. 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
What shall I do, dear Miss Lone-
ly Hearts. I am wearing so many 
boys' fraternity pins I look like a 
window display of a pawn broker. 
Now I am really overboard, about 
a boy named Bert, while I am over 
bored with the others whom I have 
promised my hand to. What shall 
I do with them? 
Blase 
Dear Blase, 
I t won't hurt you, as long as it's 
just your hand you've promised. 
But if you're really bored, send 
the boys around to Miss L. Hearts, 
Sandspur Office, Fairbanks, Ave., 
.Iways. 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
love with a girl whose 
initials are Smokey, but she loves 
e. What shall I do? 
Sentimental Dud 
Dear Sentimental Dud, 
Please contact Dr. Hutchings, 
our geometry prof. His specialty 
triangles. 
Mother Lonely Hearts 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
I am simply crazy about a boy 
in my biology class but I can't keep 
up with my studies and my boy 
friend, too. Which should I give 
up? 
Blue Eyes 
Dear Blue Eyes, 
I t depends which kind of Biology 
interests you most. Be careful 
what kind of nature you put your 
trust in. 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
I am desperately in love with 
that new art professor but he won't 
take his eyes from his work. What 
have those models got on me ? 
Desperate 
Dear Desperate, 
What have those models got on? 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Dearest Miss Lonely Hearts, 
Three years ago I took your 
splendid advice, and now I am so 
happy and have three darling chil-
dren. But should I get 
Matronly Martha 
Dear Matronly Martha, 
No, definitely not. Intimacy 
hreeds contempt. 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts, 
I use Listerine, Lifebuoy, and 
Lux my undies. My telephone 




Learn how to play the piano in 
ten easy lessons. Always, 
Miss Lonely Hearts 
Trowbridge Speaks at 
Yale Divinity School 
Summoned to Conference on 
Pan-American Education 
Professor Buel Trowbridge re-
turned to this campus last week af-
ter completing a 3,000 mile trip 
on which he attended two confer-
ences, and lectured at the Yale Di-
vinity School. 
Washington was the first stop 
on Professor Trowbridge's itiner-
ary. Along with 800 other educa-
tors from every part of the coun-
try, he was summoned to a con-
ference called by Secretary of 
State Cordell Hull, to consider the 
question of what can be done to 
create increased amity and interest 
in this country's higher education-
al facilities for the students of 
Central and South America. 
With European schooling defin-
itely out of the question for these 
students at the present time, Sec-
retary Hull believes the time op-
portune for action by the U. S. in 
this field. We now have between 
8,000 and 10,000 foreign students 
enrolled in various colleges and un-
iversities here, but under this plan 
this number would be greatly in-
creased. 
Prime problem that confronted 
the committees was that of raising 
new scholarship funds in order to 
interest more and more young peo-
ple from the rapidly expanding na-
tions of Latin America. With the 
United States government itself in 
no position to do more than lay the 
financial groundwork, steps were 
taken to have individual effort on 
the part of the institutions repre-
sented bear the brunt of the schol-
arship burden. 
Following addresses by Secre-
tary of State Hull, and Undersec-
retary Sumner Welles, many of the 
nation's most prominent educators 
spoke. Professor Trowbridge was 
particularly impressed by the fine 
calibre of the assembly, and the 
general frank tenor of the discus-
Following the two day Washing-
(Continued on page 2) 
Wendy Davis Heads 
Stage Crew for 
Pollock's "Fool" 
Rehearsals Are Under W a y at 
Lab Theatre After Minor 
Change in Final Cast 
"The Persons of Minor Import-
ance," those small parts that really 
make the show tick, for "The Fool" 
are as follows: 
Elizabeth Kennedy, Charlotte 
Stout, Warren Goldsmith, Wes 
Housman, Richard Rodda, Free-
land Babcock, Wesley Davis, Doug-
las Bills, James Niver, Paul Haley, 
Rod MacArthur, Don Ogilvie, Ar-
lene Kaye, Jack Lieberman, Ralph 
Harrington, Manny Ehrlich, and 
Bud Waddell. 
The Back-stage men who do the 
hard work don't usually get much 
credit. Here they are, take proper 
notice, and give credit where credit 
is due. 
Stage Manager—Wendell Davis. 
Assistant—Virginia Kingsbury. 
Production Assistants—Virginia 
Kingsbury, Alice Elliott, Gay Da-
Building Crew — Stanhope Cas-
paris, Head; Wendell Davis, Morrie 
Casparis, Rod MacArthur, Don Rid-
dle, Bud Hadley, Priscilla, Parker. 
Stage Crew—Morrison Casparis, 
Head; Stanhope Casparis, Gladys 
Evoy, Bert Hadley, Don Riddle 
Emanuel Ehrlich. 
Property Crew — Eugenie Van 
de Water, Head; Rod MacArthur, 
Arlene Kaye, Ralph Harrington, 
Betty Stevens, Gloria Young. 
Costumes and Make-up — Betty 
Berdahl, Head; Joanne Oak, Vicky 
Morgan, Dorothy Bryn. 
Lighting — Robin Rae. 
Rehearsals have been under way 
for some time and are progressing 
very well. One change in casting 
has been made: Philippa Herman 
will play the part of Mrs. Thorn-
bury instead of Vicky Morgan, as 
was previously announced. 
"The Fool" will be presented on 
the evenings of December 8 and 9, 
so keep those dates open. 
Christmas Fund Drive 
Opened By Committee 
Dormitory Representat ives 
Ass igned for Canvass ing 
The Christmas Fund Drive was 
officially started Sunday evening 
with a meeting of the Christmas 
Fund Committee in the Knowles 
Memorial Chapel. 
Dick Rodda, as chairman, pre-
sided at the meeting and carefully 
outlined the purposes and aims of 
the committee. As he explained, 
the Christmas Fund is not primari-
ly for Christmas, as the name per-
haps indicates, but assists finan-
cially in performing many of the 
duties that comprise the activities 
of other Chapel Committees such 
as the Interracial and So»ial Ser-
vice groups. 
This year's goal has been set at 
seven hundred dollars and must be 
reached by December tenth. Rep-
esentatives were assigned to can-
-ass each house, the day students, 
and also the faculty and members 
of the staff, so when you are ap-
proached by your representative, 
don't hesitate to give. Everyone 
should feel obligated to give some-
thing, and although no definite 
amount is specified, you should 
give as much as you feel able. , 
Prof. Trowbridge and 
Dud Darling to Speak 
On Norway, Sweden 
The International Relations Club 
is to hold an informal supper 
Thursday evening at six-thirty in 
Caroline Fox Hall. After the sup-
per Professor Trowbridge and 
Dudley Darling will speak on the 
conditions in Norway and Sweden. 
Both went on the North Cape cruise 
and a very extensive tour through 
these countries last summer. 
Betty Winton is in charge of the 
supper arrangements. All day stu-
dents planning to attend the dinner 
are asked to deposit fifty cents be-
fore Wednesday with Jean Holden 
to cover the cost of the meal. 
ORGAN VESPERS 
Knowles Memorial Chapel 
Wednesday, November 22 
7:30 o'clock 
1. Third Sonata, Movement I— 
Borowski. 
2. Fugue in C minor (from 
Fassacagia) — Bach. 
3. The Bells of St. Anne de 
Beaupre — Alex Russell. 
(The chimes of St. Anne Church, 
gathering of the faithful, chant-
ing of the choir, the procession, 
the benediction, bells in distance) 
4. Recitative—Tyrannic Love; 
Aria—Ye Verdant Hills — 
Handel. 
(from "Susanna") 
Bruce Dougherty, tenor 
Emelie Dougherty, accompanist 
5. The East Wind — Alec Row-
ley 
"His weapon is a dagger carried 
under a black cloak when he 
goes out on hjs unlawful enter-
prises".—Conrad. 
6. Nocturno — Grieg. 
7. Finale, from Symphony No. 
4 — Tschaikowski. 
Freshman Dance to 
Be Held December 
2, at Dubsdread 
Meeting Held on Friday to 
Decide Co-Committees for 
Music and Entertainment 
Preparations for the Freshman 
Dance are well under way so that 
the school can be assured that the 
best dance of the first term will 
definitely be held on December 
2nd, at the Dubsdread Country 
Club. So be sure to take the for-
mal attire out of moth balls and 
have it pressed. 
At a Freshman Class meeting 
last Friday various committee 
chairmen were elected to insure 
representation from the entire 
class. The following comprise the 
co-chairmen of the various commit-
tees. (If you don't think that the 
dance was the best of the year, see 
them.) — the most important thing 
a t a dance is the orchestra, so Con-
nie Childs and Jim Hoover are the 
chairmen with the musical cares. 
The decorations committee is to be 
led by Joanne Oak and Bill Ter-
hune. To insure ample liquid re-
past, Jeanne Dominick and John 
Fleeger are in charge of refresh-
ments. Entertainment is an im-
portant factor so Bud Waddell and 
Lolly Phillips are the talent scouts. 
Last but not least, there comes a 
thankless job, but some one has to 
be the "strong arm," — so Con 
Carey and Al Nixon are cooperat-
ing on assessments. 
The overseers are Frank Bowes, 
Jane Anne Sholley and Jim Hoover 
—the executive committee. 
Strange Species of Sea Monster Discovered 
and Brought Back Alive from Lake Osceola 
By ALDEN MANCHESTER 
Pledges are not credited with 
a large measure of intelligence as 
a rule. They are supposed to act 
merely as automatons to gather 
in the wisdom of their older and 
more experienced brethren and to 
expound the aforementioned wis-
dom on Monday night. This is a 
time-honored tradition and well-
known fact. It seems, however, 
that time changes all things, 
pledges not excepted, and nowa-
days even lowly pledges now and 
then exhibit signs of a budding in-
telligence. 
It seems that once upon a Sun-
day evening, two pledges did be-
take themselves into a canoe and 
hie themselves out upon the bosom 
of the foamy waters. Long and 
mighty were their struggles with 
said foamy waters, but presently 
they came to a waterway, which 
connected two lakes, and they en-
tered into this waterway. Long and 
mightly were their struggles with 
this body of water also, but they 
persevered, as should all good 
pledges, and won out. Soon they 
emerged upon the bosom of the 
waters of the mother Osceola, 
which was wet. Eons of time pass-
ed as the two wandering pilgrims 
crossed the barren deeps and ev-
entually the look-out discovered 
something in the water, which was 
white and floated. A cry rang down 
from the mast-head, "Thar' she 
blows," which statement was a 
slight exaggeration as the strange 
creature did not blow, but merely 
laid silently upon the silent deep 
and moved not, except as it was 
moved by the waters about it. 
There was much puzzlement and 
•bewilderment among the crew of 
the mighty vessel and many were 
the wondering glances that passed 
back and forth, for there was not 
a man in all the crew that had 
seen such a creature in all his days 
of wandering o'er the seven seas. 
The pilot approached with caution 
for he knew not what he must pre-
pare for . Nearer and nearer crept 
the vessel, every eye bent upon 
the unknown object ahead, the 
look-out called a warning, "It is 
solid and will destroy the ship if 
struck." So the boat proceeded ev-
en more cautiously. After ages of 
(Continued on page 2) 
Tars In Perfect 
Condition For 
Presbyterian 
Hardman Returns to Line-up 
For Friday's Game; Jones 
Again Back at Top Form 
Blue Stocking Record 
Insures Hard Battle 
By TED PITMAN 
For the first time since the be-
ginning of this season Jack Mc-
Dowall finds his bounding Tars in 
perfect physical shape. The re-
turn of Rollins' will-o'-the-wisp, 
Sammy Hardman, coupled with the 
sensational "Jumping Joe" Jus-
tice will give the Tars a pair of 
backs that are bound to put gloom 
into the ranks of the Blue Stock-
ing squad. 
If we are to judge by last Fri-
day's game, it is safe to say that 
with these two boys in the same 
backfield the stands will be elec-
trified by brilliant runs more than 
once. The return to top form of the 
Tars ' triple threat spinner back, 
Clyde Jones , was also a pleasant 
surprise to the fans of Rollins, as 
was the superb kicking and run-
ning of old "Trusty Toe" Davis. 
The McDowallites are going to 
labor under two difficulties in their 
coming game, however. First Rol-
ins was unable to scout the Blue 
Stocking team and therefore 
knows nothing of its offense and, 
second, the danger of over-confi-
dence which is liable to arise when 
a team defeats an old enemy so 
decisively, as in the case of the 
Tampa victory. 
This game will be next to the 
last in the Tars' regular season 
and, although it is an SIAA game, 
it will have no effect on their state 
standing, which is a tie with Mia-
mi for second place. 
McDowall was more than well 
pleased with the way in which his 
charges carried out their down 
the field blocking assignments. 
This was perhaps the largest fac-
tor in the routing of the charges 
of Nash Higgins. McDowall was 
strong in praise for his sensation-
al quarter back, whose clever op-
enfield running and superb field 
generalship in Friday's game is 
unsurpassed in this state, as well 
as in the entire southland, we 
might, venture to say. June Linger-
felt and Willie Daugherty also 
came in for their share of praise, 
as they are without a doubt the 
top end-men of the state and made 
the sports writers take good no-
tice of them Friday. Each one scor-
ed a touchdown on the receiving 
ends of forwards and broke up the 
Spartan's running plays time and 
time again. 
The Tar line which held Tampa 
to a mere 55 yards from scrim-
mage will bear the brunt of the 
burden, as upon them will rest the 
problem of solving the Presbyter-
ian attack, as well as continuing 
their excellent task of opening gi-
gantic holes in their opponents' 
line. They will have a tough job, 
since any team that can hold Clem-
son 18 to 0 and set Mercer back 7 to 
0 is a team that is going to insure 
plenty of tough going before the 
night is over. 
Le Cercle Francais 
To Meet Tonight at 
Caroline Fox Hall 
There will be a meeting of the 
Cercle Francais tonight at eight 
o'clock in Caroline Fox Hall. All 
who are interested in French, whe-
ther they are studying it now or 
not, will be welcome. 
The French and German clubs 
meet twice a month on Wednes-
days, usually at the home of Dr. 
Feuerstein. The sessions are very 
informal, consisting of the read-
ing and preparation of short plays, 
open forum discussion of current 
topics of interest, music, singing, 
and occasional pictures. 
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Except for "local activity" along 
the Western front and daily sink-
ings of merchant boats, the "war" 
in Europe is a boring thing. It is 
a battle of each side calling the 
other liars, thieves, crooks, etc. 
This past v^eek's news concerns it-
self with such things. Both Eng-
land and France say they will not 
stop fighting until Hitler is de-
stroyed and the lands which he 
conquered returned to their previ-
ous rulers. Winston Churchill went 
further, calling Hitler "a cornered 
maniac" and taunting him to fight. 
Germany in return stated that it 
will keep fighting until England's 
supremacy is destroyed. What will 
come out of this battle of mud 
slinging no one knows, but it is 
difficult to imagine that it will be 
peace. There can be no semblance 
of peace until one side is defeated, 
for neither side can give in to the 
other without losing all it ha; 
strived for since it came into pow 
er. Hitler since 1933, Englanc 
since the defeat of the Spanish Ar-
Campus Camera 
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL 
Un-assutning yet mighty, sJiarf and fointed, well-rounded yet many 
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name 
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a •} 
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will be 
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of 
Ratting—A Tradition By A. C. M. 
A great many reasons have been put forward as to why 
RoUins should continue Ratting. It has been said that it is 
fun—both for the Rats and for the Upperclassmen; that it 
teaches Freshmen their place and deflates over-inflated egos; 
that it helps the Rats to get to know each other and to know 
the Upperclassmen. 
These are all very true and applicable to the case, but they 
don't hit the core of the matter. There is one thing about Rat-
ting that stands out head and shoulders above all others, and 
that is the fact that it is a tradition of the first order. This 
may not seem very important at first glance—especially to a 
group of rugged individualists like Rollins students—but it 
is terribly important. Let us examine this matter of tradition. 
First let us look in the dictionary: it says of tradition, "The 
transmission of knowledge, opinions, doctrines, customs, 
practices etc., from generation to generation, originally by 
word and by example." Isn't that exactly what we are trying 
to do here? We want all the incoming students to become 
"Rollins People", just as soon as possible. But they can't do 
that until they learn to love the place. That may seem silly to 
you; you say, "Love this joint? Phooey! Why should I bother 
to love any place that practically throws me out on my ear at 
least once every term ?" And you mean it. But wait until you 
get away from here. You'll find that your Rollins days were 
the happiest and fullest of your life. 
So, as we said before, we have to have our Rats become 
members of the Rollins Family just as quickly as possible. 
And there is nothing like tradition to do it. Ratting is fun; it 
gets people to know each other; but these are all minor rea-
sons, the main thing is that it is an all-important tradition 
that knits the college together and makes us really members 
of the Rollins Family. 
Letters to the Editor 
Editor of the Sandspur 
Sigma Phi Omega wishes to take 
this opportunity to thank the 
Sandspur, The Library, the Dra-
matics Department, the Adminis-
tration, and the Contest Commit-
tee for their cooperation in the re-
cent Intramural Dramatics Con-
test which we sponsored. 
We hope the contest was a suc-
cess from every angle, and if it 
was, we are very happy to have 
been responsible for what we hope 
will become a campus tradition. 
We are already starting to draw 
up our plans for the smooth func-
tioning of the contest next year, 
and we would sincerely appreciate 
any suggestions or criticisms any 
friend or member of the Rollins 
Family may care to send us. 
With best wishes I remain, 
Cordially yours, 
MANNY EHRLICH 
President, Sigma Phi Omega 
Dear Editor: 
The secret order of UG wishes to 
use the medium of the SandspUG 
to congratulate Sigma Phi Omega 
for its wonderful idea of the In-
tramurUG DramatUG Contest. 




November 18, 1939 
To the Editor of the Sandspur: 
One of her loyal "subjects" in 
her hometown is taking it for 
granted that you will also enjoy 
heading the enclosed tribute to Sui 
Terry who will end her cheering 
career at the close of the football 
season. 
"Lois Sue Terry, of 2818 Morgar 
Street, a senior at Rollins College 
will put pep into the Rollins cheer-
ing section in the Tars' football 
game with the Spartans Friday 
night at Phillips field. She's had 
plenty of experience as cheer lead-
er, having been a real spirit-rouser 
during three years of cheer leading 
with the Hillsborough Terriers 
from 1933 through 1935. At one 
game her performance was so out-
standing that most of the specta-
tors gave her a big hand as the 
star of the day." 
The good-natured crowd who at-
tended last Friday's game between 
the Spartans and Rollins Tars are 
still enthusiastic in their praise of 
the work of the former cheer lead-
er of Hillston's Terriers of Tampa 
—Sue Terry. 
She continues to dominate the 
scene of action between plays of 
the teams. That animated cheer 
leader squad was undoubtedly an 
integral part of the game that end-
Here in the United States Presi 
dent Roosevelt obtained another 
opportunity to appoint a Supreme 
Court Justice for last Thursday 
Pierce Butler died at the age of 73 
Mr. Roosevelt's choice will be his 
fifth since he took office. Much 
praise has been given to Mr. But-
ler, but unfortunately I cannot join 
that group. Mr. Butler may have 
had a brilliant mind, but he did 
3 it to good advantage. I t 
may be a good thing to believe in 
rights, but to block the way 
of progress because it is the feder-
al government which wants to do 
the job is not a very commendable 
thing. The Supreme Court is hard-
ly the place for a man who will de-
clare an act of Congress uncon-
stitutional just because it is against 
his political views. Justice But-
ler may have had a fine judicial 
mind, but it would have been bet-
ter had he used it elsewhere. Let 
us hope President Roosevelt does 
not go to the other extreme by ap-
pointing a man such as Justices 
Black and Reed, who may be bril 
liant lawyers but are so pro-Roose 
velt that they declare everything 
of his constitutional just as Mr. 
Butler declared all the President's 
laws unconstitutional. 
Two weeks ago, I stated the hope 
that the people of the United States 
would throw out of office all crook-
ed or organization politicians. 
Well, they didn't do too badly ex-
cept in New York City. There on-
ly one million six hundred thous-
and voters out of a registered two 
million eight hundred thousand vo-
Not only did these people not 
use the most precious of all their 
ights, but by not doing so they 
allowed the Democratic organiza-
tion to once more control the legis-
body of the largest and most 
important city in our country. Not 
only have they control, but aisc 
enough votes to override Mayor La-
Guardia's vetoes. This election 
shows the stupidity of the Ameri-
can people. After having re-elect-
ed LaGuardia, who is the finest 
mayor New York has had they 
laxed so much that they allowed 
the crooked, dirty politicians of 
New York's Democratic organiza 
tion to continue in power. 
In Czechoslovakia, the students 
rose against Hitler and once 
showed to the world that they could 
not be subjected to Nazi rule. Na 
turally they were put down by th 
Storm Troopers of Hitler and 
twelve hundred of their numb, 
arrested. Perhaps their cause was 
defeated but it is only the 
ning. The Czechs, more than any 
other people cannot be destroyed, 
Time and time again they will rise, 
and some day, no matter how far 
distant that day is, they will again 
become the independent people of 
the Czechoslovakian nation. 
ADOLF MEIER 
IS THE ONLY M M E TO 
BE GRADUATED FROM 
BRYM ^AAWR. 
COOESE IN 
ITS 5 4 
YEAR , 
HISTORY/ 
USING A WOODEN 
a/PPOfCr FOR THE 
STUWP OF HIS APM 
AAARSH 
TEXAS TECK HURDLER, 
SSX A NEW JUNIOR, 
RECORD BY STEPPING 
O/ER THE 110 YARD 
WISH HURDLES IN 14.Z 
SECONDS IMTHE 
N.AA.U. MEET.' 
f HE VALUE OF A COU-E(^ ED-
UCATION IS * 66,000 ACCORDING TD 
DEPT. OF INTERIOR STATISTICIANS. 
THE SET OF THE SOUL 
"One ship drives east and the other drive. 
With the self-same winds that blow 
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales 
Which tells us the way they go." 
F O O T N O T E S 
P e n g u i n P e g g y 
Before it leaves us, while 
still can hold onto that little piece 
of something big, we want to try 
and bring you a very slight con-
ception of the thoughts that are 
tossing us about tonite . . . we 
say slight because it isn't possible 
to really get them onto paper. We 
can only make a small and sad at-
tempt, but we feel that even that 
is worth trying for . . . Every now 
and then in our every day life, 
which is getting to be more and 
6 the machinized product of 
an advanced industry, there comes 
a spark in some form or other; mu-
painting, literature, or any of 
the other arts . . . It gives us a 
kind of jolt and makes us remem-
ber that there is an essence to life 
which we often overlook. It gives 
us a chance to re-form our ideals 
if they happen to have slipped a 
little, and to start on a new track 
with new hope and outlook. 
Tonite -w 
about. The destiny of the United 
States will be almost as drastical 
ly affected by this present "war' 
in Europe as the other countries 
of Europe will be, and when a time 
arrives when we all will want to 
understand as much of it as pos-
sible, what sort of a background 
for understanding will we have if 
we have ignored it while it is re-
cording itself in history? Even if 
we only listen to one or two news 
broadcasts during each day we are 
keeping in touch with that out-
side world which seems so far 
away from the doors of Rollins 
College. 
There is, although we doubt if 
anyone is still alive who remem-
bers it, a bit of tradition which we 
would like to light once more. We 
thought it was rather an obvious 
one, but of late we have found it 
is slightly misunderstood. That 
tradition is "Footnotes". I t was 
'Intermezzo" and started by Milford Davis, of the 
Important 
Announcement 
Book Auction — Woman's Club 
8 P. M., Thursday, November 24 
SPLENDID PURPOSE 
(Rollins Scholarship Fund) 
Four Lively Auctioneers 
Come and Take Part 
Collection contains some of the 
best book-sellers. 
Books not sold a t the auction 
will be on sale Saturday, Novem-
ber 25, at 10 A. M. 
ed in the Tars' favor. They held 
the spectators' attention with their 
merry antics. 
What would a football game be 
like without Sue Terry, indefatig-
able leader, and Toy Skinner, that 
facsimile of Joan Crawford. They 
are great! 
A Tampa football fan. i 
the theme music which rar 
through the entire picture is clos-
ing around us like fog, prevent-
ing any but the thoughts the story 
aroused from touching us. Mayb' 
to some of you it didn't mean what 
it did to us; we admit we are sen-
timental. But if there are those of 
you who did not feel as well as 
see that movie, we are truly sorry 
for you. If you did, you probably 
came out as exhausted as we did, 
choking so hard that it was hard 
to speak, and not wanting to speak 
anyway. That indefinable some-
thing was in "Intermezzo", and it 
carried its audience right out of the 
theatre and into a distant world, 
where they were completely uni-
dentified with anything save beau-
tiful music and a love so real that 
it hurt. 
We believe that the moving pic-
ture companies are doing a very 
fine thing with pictures such as 
these, even in a religious sense. In 
"Love Affair", which we put in 
the same category with "Intermez-
zo", the scene in the little chapel 
in Madeira gave us the feeling of 
extreme seriousness and reverence 
that we have experienced in our 
most potent moments in a real 
church or chapel, and all through 
both pictures the highest human 
qualities were stressed. Is it pos-
sible that there are still people 
who insist moving pictures appeal 
only to those of low mentality, and 
ho argue that they bend the ov-
erage citizen in the wrong direc-
tion ? We hope not. 
There's something else we'd like 
to get off our chests while we're 
at it . . . concerning the European 
situation. Now some of you, at the 
mere mention of the term "Euro-
pean situation" get that slightly 
bored expression on your faces, or 
shut yourselves off in a personal 
world o£,more pleasant things. It 
seems to be a trait of our Rollins 
family life, much as we hate to 
say it. We are, in many senses, 
shut off from most of the worry-
and more disagreeable prob-
of this country and the others 
of the world, but we should not 
class of '34. and since then has 
been carried on by Dick Lee, '37, 
and Steve Bamberger, also '37, and 
lastly ourselves. The idea of the 
column is not that of a gossip col-
umn, but just what the title sug-
gests: footnotes; and footnotes 
any subject that the author may 
desire, but it is meant to 
serious and the light sides of Rol-
lins, and Rollins as related to th' 
world in general. I t is supposed to 
be a spot of relief in the "Sand-
spur", a little humor to round out 
the editorial page (which used to 
be otherwise completely serious), 
and a thing to which you can al-
ways turn to find, more than like-
ly, a few old standbys getting tak-
en over the jumps as usual, and, 
additionally, some new disserta-
tions. We have tried to stick to 
these standards, and though we 
know that often we have slipped, 
we did sincerely try, and we al-
ways held the original ideals in 
sight. We hope, with all the pine-
apple sherbet within us, that our 
successor will do the same and 
carry the tradition on, no matter 
how difficult it may often be not 
to resort to the printing of listed 
gossips and catty remarks. 
We 
PATIENCE AND GENIUS 
By DEAN E. C. NANCE 
I would not recommend patience 
as the master key to every closed 
door in life, because I believe with 
Robert Browning that "there are 
times when patience proves at 
fault." What often goes by the 
name of patience is nothing more 
than the inability to do anything 
but wait or endure. There are 
times when patience ceases to be a 
virtue and becomes a vice. We 
often find ourselves in situations 
where the lack of knowledge, im-
agination, or courage "makes us 
rather bear those ills we have," to 
violate the meaning of Shake-
speare, "than fly to others that we 
know not of." That is desperation, 
not patience. 
But I believe many of us will 
agree with Disraeli, that patience 
a necessary ingredient of gen-
' Benjamin Disraeli's life so 
aptly illustrated the power of pa-
tience that many, deficient in this 
indispensable quality of character, 
have found a perennial source of 
inspiration in the record of his tri-
umph over handicaps. 
The camel has been praised for 
his patience, but as William Alger 
says of that desert beast: "From the 
world's rose-bed he asks only a 
thorn." That is the instinctive rou-
tine of the camel. It is submission 
and not, of course, the spiritual 
achievement which patience is 
when it becomes a disciplined pow-
er in one's life. 
Who has not wondered about the 
genius? What makes a man or a 
woman a genius? Many have es-
sayed to answer this question: Ra-
vaisson, Gerard, Ward, Galton and 
others have given us interesting 
theories. Marshal Foch has an-
swered the question with typical 
French enthusiasm: "Gifts! gifts!" 
he exclaims, "there is no such 
thing. There is nothing but pa-
tience and hard work!" 
The late French Marshal's defi-
nition of genius brings to mind 
something that Brousson, the Bos-
an Secretary of Anatole 
France, tells us about his master: 
"He would often rebuild a para-
graph thirty times, taking each 
sentence, one by one, to recombine i tience when he said: "Throw not 
i'hole, as if he were playing a away the hero in thy soul." 
great game of patience." And we 
are told that Flaubert, another 
French literary genius, would some. 
times toil days over one sentence. 
Patience! What did Jesus mean 
when he said: "In (by) your pa, 
tience ye shall win your souls," 
Perhaps he was hinting at the same 
truth when he said: "Greater is he 
that is within you than he that is 
in the world." W ê all have uneni-
ployed inner resources. "He would 
be a great man," said Doctor John-
son about Oliver Goldsmith, "if iî  
realized the wealth of his 'internal 
resources'." When patience is 
among the "internal resources" of 
a man, he will go far in this world, 
When I think of patience I think 
of Thomas E. Lawrence ^v îtî g 
Seven Pillars of Wisdo: 
then having some one steal the 
nuscript, and patiently rewrit. 
ing the entire book in three months. 
I think of young Cornelius Vander-
bilt losing three million dollars in 
newspaper ventures and then set-
ting his soul toward a come-back in 
those brave words: "I'm going to 
pay off every penny I owe if it 
takes me fifty years." And there 
is Joseph Conrad mastering a new 
mature manhood and 
iting for fifteen years before 
rewards his patience; and 
Booth Tarkington writing for sev-
en years before "breaking print". 
Who has not heard of the patience 
and hard work behind the success 
of Fannie Hurst? It has been said 
that she submitted eighty-six man-
uscripts to the same paper before 
the editors finally broke down and 
accepted her eighty-seventh liter-
ary offering. 
If patience is "a necessary ingre-
dient of genius" it is also an im-
portant element of happiness. It 
is salvation to many of us whose 
dream ships have not yet come into 
port. It is a bulwark against de-
spondency for the young person 
whose ambitions must wait for the 
passing of many years for full 
fruition. I t is a refuge for all 
who have loved and lost beautiful 
things that can never be recovered. 
sustaining power for all 
whose lot it is to do the so-called 
prosaic work of the world. Nietz-
sche might have been asking of pa-
are greatly intrigued by the 
amount of talent that has appeared 
out of the blue and given its all MoHsters D l s c o v e r e d 
Sigma Phi Omega Play 
Upsilon Gamma (UG) 
Eats, Initiates New 
Members Into Order 
Upsilon Gamma (UG) held its 
first monthly supper meeting of 
the year at the home of Sister 
Skinnug. Although the menu was 
not carried out as it was stated in 
last week's Sandspug, the supper 
was more than a success; it was 
colossug! 
Following the meal, an impres-
sive initiation was held, (ask the 
girls in Strong Hall, they heard it) 
and the following new members 
were taken into the sacred pres-
ence of the all-powerful UG and 
were duly accepted as Brother and 
Sister Ugs: Glug Evoy, Jean Hug-
din, Helen Darlug, and Chuglug 
Arnold. 
We are sorry to announce that 
due to a misunderstanding with the 
all-mighty UG, we are forced to 
draw our invitation to the col-
lege for an all-college dance. He 
gave his benevolent approval for 
one in the future, so keep it in 
mind. 
Trowbridge Returns 
From Northern Trip 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4) 
ton conference, he travelled to New 
Haven, where, at the request 
Professor Clarence Shedd, 
spoke at length before graduate 
students of the Divinity School, 
outlining the methods and prob-
lems of the Rollins and other lib 
eral arts instructors, and outlin. 
ing the Conference and the newly 
inaugurated Integrated Plans to 
the students. 
Finally Professor Trowbridge 
moved on to Cambridge, where he 
attended a conference of New Eng-
land Quakers. The conference had 
been called in order that tlicj 
might discuss the current war, but 
also to learn what the conference 
members thought would be i 
sirable and practical peace, should 
reach a conclusion. Most 
important of all was the definite 
movement of the conference mem-
bers away from the old nega 
Quaker attitude of NOT to do, 
a quickening of the realization that 
for the 
Contest. We were particularly 
amazed by Ed (pop-gun) Levy, 
who only had to turn his head and 
show the audience his full-face 
view to raise a howl of approval 
and hysterics . . . it gave a sort of 
puzzled whiskey bottle expression 
on his visage; most fetching . . . 
And Robinhood Rae really took us 
down to a dirty old wharf and gave 
us chills ;and Dick Kelly and Car-
row Tolson are to be congratulat-
ed—Dick for his perfect aim into 
the makeshift spittoon, and Car-
row for his superbly dirty feet 
and face. Editor Buckwalter was 
excellent also, as usual, and we be-
lieve Jim Niver shows promise. 
Anne Clarke was one of the sur-
prizes of the evening. 
Altogether, we think it is an ex-
give in to the temptation to pre-j cellent idea and hope it will con-
tend that we're living in an en-(tiuue through the years. The Sig-
chanted spot where none but the ma Phi Omegas deserve great 
angels may tread. In times such praise and many kowtows, not on-
as these nothing is certain, and a ly for the idea which they culti-
smug attitude is apt to make 
they must adopt an active and em-
i n L j d K e U S C e O i a v»lnnm„nt= Tl>„t ,^.„f 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6) 
waiting and wondering, the mar-
iners drew along side and, Io and 
behold, it was a bench—an ordin-
ary, every day garden bench. But 
such a thing to find floating upon 
the watery deeps. Being resource-
ful men, the crew of the good ship 
drew the bench along side and pro-
ceeded to shore, where the bench 
was stored in the hold and the re-
turn voyage begun. 
Soon another cry rang from the 
mast-head and again a cautious 
approach made. Imagine the as-
tonishment of the crew when an-
other bench was discovered! Not 
willing to be stopped by a small 
problem such as putting two 
benches into one canoe and then 
paddling it, the good ship again 
proceeded to shore. The process of 
loading was recommenced, this 
time with disastrous results. How-
velopments. That meeting 
eluded, "Trow" climbed aboard 
train and came home. 
Thanksgiving Plans Made 
The annual Thanksgiving serv-
ice will be held in Knowles Mem-
orial Chapel on Wednesday morn-
ing, November 29. 
The program is at this date on-
ly tentative. However, Dean Nance 
will deliver a sermon, and the Eol-
lins Chapel Choir will sing "The 
Heavens are Telling" from "The 
Creation" by Haydn, and "Halle-
lujah, Amen." 
accomplished without further in-
terruptions, although balance 
a trifle precarious, due to the top-
heavy load of benches. The pledge-
ship soon drew alongside the dock 
and unloaded its valuable 
1 lus-amug ttLuii-uue lb apt 10 maKe us I *"*i-*:o, uuc ior tne way m which ever thp tihin iiroc ^ - i,*. j j U , „ 
quite un-intelligent in affairs that they carried it through and he S beLhes r h i ^ e T a b n f H h ' T ' " " ' " ^ 
we should be keeping on our toes [response they were able to r o u s e T This t t a e the X r „ t n r n T " " " ^''"^'^ " ' " ^ " " ^ * ' " ' 
u be. I inis time the return journey was selves on their resourcefulness. 
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Tea Given By Student 
I Players For Freshmen 
Hoenig Stars in Impromptu 
Showing in Lab. Theatre 
The Laboratory Theatre Sunday 
^ afternoon was the scene of a tea 
' given by the Rollins Student Play-
• ers in honor of this year's Fresh-
^ man Players. From three to five 
^ P. M. the neophyte Thespians 
^ talked "thitter" in the Green Room 
•̂  and, led on by such noble instiga-
' tors as Bucky and Dud, cavorted 
'•; gaily about the rest of the theatre. 
'f Mr. Bailey, Mr. Allen, Virginia 
'•: Kingsbury, and Alice Elliot proved 
'i competent hosts, seeing that their 
i guests ate heartily and enjoyed 
'"• themselves. 
t Feature of the afternoon was 
Uhis year's first public showing of 
Hhe Annie Russell Theatre model. 
JiThe curtains were raised, the bor-
eders lowered, and the scenery set 
(Iin place, all by small pulleys and 
^strings. Co-feature was Deedee 
ji Hoenig's locking herself in a tiny 
tsroom and then not being able to 
fget out. She sent a distress note 
• to her sorority sisters but, as they 
t;paid no heed, she had to stay th' 
iljuntil some kind-hearted K. A. boys 
li;found her and were able to get the 
!.ijdoor unlocked. 
jti Among the elders present at the 
jjtea were Dean and Mrs. Anderson, 
ijDr. and Mrs. Melcher, Mrs. Allen, 
j,Miss Buell, and Mrs. Scott. 
Independents Give Party 
Instead of holding their usual 
formal Monday night meeting at 
Knowles Hall, the Independents 
gathered in Beanery after dinner 
Tuesday evening for a short dis-
cussion before dashing off to the 
Coliseum for a roller skating party. 
I t was a very sporting event for 
those who attended, what with 
shins and other parts of the anato-
my greatly bruised, along with 
much awkwardness, and much 
gaiety. 
i Mural Planned for Beanery 
°' A Fencing Mural for the "Bean-
f̂ ery" is being painted by Enid Gil-
b e r t and Charles Rauscher. This 
^ u r a l will be located in the Facul-
|"ty wing. 
"' Also, plans are being formed for 
^ Studio Club. Life classes in the 
^evening will be held for those in-







Have You Seen the 
Marjen Shop? 
If Not 
Once again baffle your public 
with a dual personality. Be so-
phisticated with a slight period 
air, in gowns that go straight in 
front, and bustle, ripple or flow 
in back. Be the incurable ro-
mantic (and aren't we happy to 
say incurable) in a portrait 
gown with low-placed fullness. 
Marjen gowns have all this— 
in all of the season's finest ma-
terials. We are located in the 
Patio—back off Orange Avenue, 
on Washington Street. A se-
cluded and beautiful spot — 
where the more lovely shops are. 
The Whistling Oyster, The Owl 
Book Shop, Mrs. Jerome's smart 
gift shop, and other of equal 
mention. Our evening sports 
and afternoons are individual. 
This season the quickest way 
to tinkle the telephone, for that 






Discusses R a t t i n g 
Jack Liberman and Dick 
Kelly Present Arguments 
Ratting was the subjec»t of an 
open discussion at the first All-
College Assembly of the year on 
Wednesday, November 15. Dudley 
Darling, as chairman of the assem-
bly, first explained the nature of 
the meeting and then introduced 
the speakers of the day who were 
to present some aspects of the sit-
uation before the open discussion. 
Jack Liberman and Dick Kelly 
presented many aspects of this 
problem and then discussion from 
the floor began. There were many 
excellent and interesting ideas giv-
en and, on the whole, the argu-
ments were able to stay on a near-
ly academic basis without descend-














Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor: 
Found among my letters is a 
paragraph from a friend which I 
could not help submitting to the 
Sandspur subscribers. 
"That Rollins seal on your letter 
rather gives you away, I think. 
'Beauty, Culture, Health Recrea-
tion!' Sort of a Spa, isn't it? Hon-
estly, now do they really have 
classes and exams and all that sort 
of thing? Or do you just get a 
certificate of health when you 
leave ? 
(Tune of "Old Notre Dame") 
Cheer, cheer for old Rollins Spa, 
We never study, tra-Ia, la la! 
Let's go out and play some golf— 
Don't mind the profs, dear, we'll 
tell them off. 
Bring out the baseball, bring out 
the crew, 
Don't let them say our minds never 
grew. 
Let our voices e'er ring true, truly 
for RoUins Spa!" 
In perplexity 
A FRIEND 
Kappas Requested to 
Refrain From Acting 
Scenes of Mental Collapse 
Must Be Stopped 
It is becoming more and more 
evident that certain people on the 
Rollins College campus are willing 
to do most anything for publicity. 
When it gets to the point that 
someone will put on a scene of such 
force as to convince the people with 
Record Programs to 
Start Sunday Evening 
Series Held in Dyer Music 
Building For Fall Term 
The Rollins College Conserva-
tory of Music announces a series 
o;f record programs to be given in 
Dyer Memorial on Sunday even-
ings, in charge of students from 
the course in Music Literature. 
Because of the many inquiries 
with regard to listening to records 
at Dyer Memorial in the evening, a 
series of programs has been plan-
ned by Daphne Takach and Lois 
Weidner, second-year students in 
the Conservatory and members of 
the course in Music Literature. 
This series will continue to the 
end of this term. The first pro-
gram, on "Water in Music", will 
be given on Sunday evening, No-
vember 26, at seven o'clock. Stu-
dents, faculty, staff and friends 
of the college are cordially invited. 
The Inquiring Reporter 
her that she is in a state of total 
mental collapse exhibiting signs of 
dipsomania and forces those people 
to lock her in a closet and send for 
her sorority sisters to come take 
her away, well, anyone who will do 
that is just beyond our comprehen-
Just because those Kappas are 
such good actresses, Deedee Hoenig 
doesn't have to go about demon-
strating it to all the world all the 
time. She is earnestly requested to 
refrain from such exhibitions, in 
the future her actings should be re-
served for the stage. 
WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING 
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR 
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE 
E. Park & Fairbanks Winter Pari 
The Qreeting Shop 
148 N. Orange Ave. Orlando 
THE FRIENDLY GREETING CENTER 
We invite you to see our beautiful display of Christmas 
cards — for every member of the family — Modern or old 
fashioned, formal, sentimental, or humorous. 
greetings from Florida. 
Martha 
Washington Candy 
QUESTION: What do you think of having everyone finger-
printed ? 
1. Nim Bond: "It's a good idea, especially to keep a check 
on the girls." 
2. Al Nixon: "Not being an officer, I don't see what it 
would prove." 
3. Jane Russell: "It 's just using good energy for the wrong 
end. There are too many other projects on campus de-
manding attention." 
4. Bruce Edmonds: "Finger prints are often found in very 
interesting places." 
5. Carl Lancaster: "Just ask the man who owns some." 
6. "Butch" Enquist: "Absolutely not interested." 
7. Smokey Sholley: "Do you think we'll need i t ? " 
8. Dudley Darling: "Yes." 
9. Jim Hoover: "Pointless." 
10. Frank Bowes: "It's one way to find the freshmen." 
11. Nancy Osborne: "It would only take up the valuable tirae 
I need to finish my Upper Division papers." 
12. Janet Jones: "Considering my criminal past, I don't 
think it's such a good idea." 







REAL ESTATE BROKER 
Te;. 400 100 Park Ave. 
BUICK OFFERS 
1937 Buick conv 
cpe $695 
1937 Pontiac conv 
cpe 545 
1937 Chrysler 
conv sed 595 
1938 Buick cpe 695 
1938 Olds cpe 665 
ORANGE BUICK 
C O M P A N Y 
333 No. Orange 
Phone 5410 
Royal Typewriters 
Sales and Service 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Office Supply 
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial 
Cleaners 
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO 
Campus Agents 
We solicit your business as a home town concern. 
Winter Park Phone 413 
SOUTHERN DAIRIES 
SEALTEST ICE CREAM 
is served exclusive in the Beanery 
ir&nilKniDairttsVII Apt: / ^ 
F O O T B A L L 
"Scheduling your football clothes with a LOHR-LEA 
flair", this local store suggests that; "LOHR-LEA 
will 'tackle' your young clothes problems for you, 
making you the 'center' of interest in any 'play'. From 
pastel shirts, matching or contrasting; Brooks model 
sweaters . . . dresses that go to tea after games . . . to 
formals that help you celebrate the winning team in 
a big way... LOHR-LEA'S have been in 'training' for a 
long time . . . ready to turn you out the undisputed 
queen of the stadium". 
New Fall 
Sport Shirts 
Cotton — Rayon — Wool 
In-or-Outer Shirts with 
long sleeves, sport collars, 
flap pockets. Come in rich 
deep colors and warmer 
materials for cool days. 
$2.00 to $5.00 
R.C. BAKER 
BABY GRAND 
Thursday and Friday 
A Dramatic explosion of human 
hearts. 
RICHARD GREENE 
"HERE I AM A STRANGER" 
with Richard Dix 
Saturday - Sunday and Monday 
The most daring of all film 
spectacles . . . Bringing to the 
screen that part of history little 





and Henry Fonda 
In Technicolor 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
You'll be surprised at the con 
edy hit of the month . . . 
"THE HOUSEKEEPER'S 
DAUGHTER" 
with Joan Bennett 
The University of North Dakota 
has NINE student cheerleaders. 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY! 
COMING 
NOV. 25th 
The most daring 1*2 
film spectacle ^ '̂  
ever filmed . . 
It's history in the 
making. 
Claudette 








Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co. 
INCORPORATED 
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION 
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered 
J. Walter Dickson. Manager 69 West Concord Ave. 
Phone 5861 Orlando, Florida 
The Town and Country Shop 
Angebilt Hotel BIdg. Orlando 
is shoAving 
'^Is^w Formals 
In the newest types and shades 
including Black and White 
ARROW civilizes 
"SOUP & FISH" 
Arrow has taken the dread 
out of dressing formally 
with these two famous 
shirts: 
ARROW SHOREHAM—with a 
soft, pleated bosom and turn-
down collar. Mighty pleasant 
to wear. 
«3 
ARROW LIDO—with a starched 
front, but a narrower bosom to 
make it more comfortable. Spe-
cial suspender loops to fasten it 
down. 
«3 




For extra prompt and efficient service 
on home or auto radios — call 115 
Emerson and RCA Victor Radios 
LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE 
Work called for and delivered. 
EXPERT FENDER AND BODY 
WORK —PAINTING 
Let Us Fix that Banged Up Fender 
College Garage 
UNITED MOTORS SERVICE 




Perhaps you're going to the Country 
Club Opening — or you've just accept-
ed that wished-for invitation to the 
Thanksgiving dance ~ either is the 
perfect formal setting for these ro-
mantic mantles in royal velvets, cou-
turier wools, satins and gaberdines. 
Choose a short or full length coat, or 
if you prefer, a smart cape. Hooded 
models too, all to the good, to keep 
your hair exquisitely dressed despite 
the wind or rain. 
$7.95 up to $19.75 
BETTER DRESS SHOP 
SECOND FLOOR 
THE BUDGET SHOP 
FOURTH FLOOR 
Dickson-Iues 
The Woman's Store 
R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22. 1939 




"Come on now, team, let's beat 
them!" come echoes from Rec Hall, 
where the last few basketball 
games will be played within the 
next three weeks. So far, the The-
tas and the Phi Mus have no losses 
and the Independents and the Pi 
Phis have lost only one game each. 
(Incidentally, we're glad Lois John-
son's injury is not as serious as it 
might have been.) 
Every tennis player still left af-
ter the elimination is determined 
to do-or-die for the championship. 
The quarter-finals will be played 
off this week. Those still left in 
the tournament are Kim Tilghman, 
Mimi Graves, Ruth Eaton, Polly 
Young, Betty Cummin, and Sis 
Young. 
The golf and riding lists were 
handed in this week, so there will 





DAY PHONE 75 
NIGHT PHONE 319W 
THE 
MUSIC BOX 
"Everything in Music" 
LATEST IN 
Music — Records 
Portables Decca Recorder 
Phone 151 E. Park Ave. 
BUCK JOHNSON 
By CECIL BUTT 
When in doubt, give it to John 
Every good football team has at 
least one flashy back. Most teams 
have a few passers, a kicker oi 
Few teams have a really good, 
service back. A man who might get 
off an 80-yard punt, who might 
smash through your opponents 
line like a tank through a chicken 
wire fence, or who might shoot 
pass halfway down the field is t 
fellow you give the ball to when 
it's 3rd and 4th. On the Tars, his 
name is Buck Johnson. 
For three years (M the varsity 
squad Buck has been alternating be-
tween spinner and wing back posts, 
For three years Rollins fans have 
been trying to decide in which 
phase of his work Buck excel; 
passing, kicking, blocking, 01 
carrying the mail. They haven't 
reached a decision, so we can't tell 
you that Buck is at his best when 
in guard position on the basketball 
team. 
It was back home at Haines City, 
Florida, that Mr. Johnson's little 
boy Joe was called "Buck" by his 
pals. The name has stuck at Rol 
lins. 
Rollins Press Store 
Gift Stationery 
NEW Sloppy Angora 
Pullovers and Cardigans 
White and Pastel 
$3.98 to $9.75 
You can't resist these 
FRANCES SLATER'S 
SAN JUAN BUILDING 
ORLANDO 
Tars Crush Tampa 
To Tune of 46-0; 
Justice is Star 
Rollins Team Scores Six 
Touchdowns in First Half; 
Kicking is Outstanding 
Davis Scores for Rollins in Tampa Slaughter 
By CECIL BUTT 
Raised once more 
strength, the Rollini 
forth Friday night 
Tampa Spartans in 
to put the game on 
to fighting 
i Tars blasted 
against 
the first half 
ice 40-0. Bril-
Announcing . . . 
ANDRE, Hairdresser 
NEW LOCATION 
524 East Park Avenue 




Enjoy the Holiday with 
Your Family and Friends 
Reservations and Information 
BETTY PHILLIPS 
Information Desk — Carnegie Hall 
Eastern Air Lines Orlando 6865 
iTPmToTJji 
liant blocking, heads-up interfer-
ence made it possible for Jumping 
Joe Justice to turn the first two 
periods into a track meet. The 
Tars coasted the second half, scor-
ing but one touchdown to make the 
final score 46-0. 
Definitely All-State was the ex-
hibition staged by Mr. Justice. On 
receiving end of four punts, he re-
turned three 72, 55 and 88-yards 
for touchdown, and he advanced 
the other 22'-yards. A 22-yard pass 
from Justice to Lingerfelt rang 
e bell for another tally. 
It took the Tars less than 30 
minutes to cross the Spartan goal 
line more times than any other 
team has ever done in a single 
game. This makes the score in 
games played six to one in favor 
of Rollins. 
Near the end of the second per-
iod was the run that should be 
placed in the records. Justice re-
ceived Sleichter's kick on his own 
twelve and fumbled. Recovering 
from a huddle of three Spartans, 
Justice circled wide to his right. 
The interference formed around 
him. Three times on that 88-yard 
sprint Tampa men were close 
enough to touch him, but they 
could not hold him. 
Brankert for Rollins kicked off 
over the Tampa goal line, 
Tampans kicked at once to their 
own 46, A pass attempt having 
failed, Justice stepped off 20-
yards on a double-reverse. On the 
next play Clyde Jones blazed a 
pass to Bill Daugherty for the ini-
il score. Brankert converted. 
Brankert kicked off to Tampa. 
Tampa then punted from their 35 
to the Rollins 28. Justice was there. 
eluded two tacklers, gathered 
some very efficient blocking and 
raced 72-yards for the second 
score. 
After the third kick-off Tampa 
attempted a punting duel, but re-
ceived more than she could give. 
At last pushed back to her own 15, 
ALONG THE SIDELINES 
By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr. 
As you all know the footballers 
swamped the Tampa club 46 to 0. 
This is the worst defeat that has 
been suffered by them in the his-
tory of the college. Well, it would 
have been a hard job for any team 
to have beaten the Tars that night, 
They were in top playing form and 
a perfect frame of mind. These 
two reasons plus the fact that it 
was Joe Justice's birthday made 
the plucky McDowell-led outfit un-
beatable. I t was truly a pleasure 
to see the near perfect blocking 
and tackling not to speak of the 
running that took place on the 
field Friday night. Joe Justice 
stole the show as far as the run-
ning was concerned by scoring 
e times on brilliant punt run 
:s. In the line the honors go to 
Paul Bouton whose center play 
should be the envy of all pivot men 
the state, including the overrat-
ted Bill Robinson of Orlando Sen-
tinal fame. Besides backing up the 
line with deadly tackling, Bouton 
proved himself to be a pass-receiv-
er delux as he was continually on 
the catching end of Tampa's aerial 
attack. 
tude could easily be discouraged 
by the coaches—if they wanted it 
to be discouraged. There was no 
excuse for such an exhibition as 
the Tampa team put on in their 
last game. I t seems to me that 
Coach Higgins could certainly 
have no respect for the men on his 
teams if that is their general at-
titude. I am quite sure we have no 
respect for them. To you Mr. Hig, 
gins—if your team devoted more 
time trying to play football and 
less to punching, twisting, etc. 
you might have a better record 
to look back on. Oh well it's none 
of our business, it's only a sugges-
tion. 
Tampa kicked to Rollins 45. Jus-
tice was there. The story was 
much the same as before. Brankert 
converted and in two minutes the 
first period ended with the ball in 
Rollins' tender care on Tampa's 
48, first and 10. Score, 20-0. 
A concerted drive put the ball 
on Tampa's 21-yard line. Justice 
then heaved a long pass diagon-
ally across the field to June Lin-
gerfelt, who was standing wide 
open with both feet in Tampa pay-
dirt. Davis was rushed, and didn't 
have a chance to make the extra 
point. I 
Tampa kicked after four line 
plays to the Rollins 14. Justice re-
turned 22-yards to the 36. On the 
first play Bob Davis, who seems 
to have a flair for long runs, 
sneaked through a good sized hole 
in the Tampa line to speed 64 
yards for the fifth score. Brank-
ert's place kick was good, and so 
high that it almost went into the 
river behind the field. 
Once more the Spartans tried a 
punting attack. Backed to his 
Sleighter got off a beautiful kick 
to the Rollins 12. Justice was 
there. Completely smothered by 
the onrush of three Spartans, he 
fumbled, recovered, circled to his 
right, picked up interference, out-
ran several Spartan men, and 
made the final touchdown for the 
half. Again Brankert converted, 
making the score 40-0. Bouton in-
tercepted a Spartan pass for 19-
yards and the half ended. 
The Spartans returned a differ-
ent team after the half. They were 
bolder, more aggressive, less 
afraid of failure. McDowall sent 
in his reserves. 
The Spartans had a slight edge 
during the third quarter, but fail-
ed to stage a sustained drive. In 
the final period they pushed from 
their 42 to the Rollins 24, before ^ 
giving up the ball on downs. 
A few regulars had entered the 
Comes next Friday and the Tars 
will find their record in jeopardy 
as they face the team from Pres-
byterian College. From their past 
games I should judge them to have 
a fine team. The game will be 
played here in Orlando so there 
should be a good student turn out. 
The Blue Stocking team tied Stet-
1, but it is my belief that they 
! a better club by far. My guess 
that it will be close with the 
Winter Park outfit winning by a 
Clean, hard play, a combination touchdown. Fortunately the Ro!-
rarely found at Tampa, was not lins outfit will be in full strength 
prevalent. To me it is pity that I for the first time since the Stet-
some small amount of sportsman- son game. Should the team win ( 
ship isn't left in the game. It seems 
that as soon as some teams find 
themselves hopelessly beaten they 
immediately begin to try to crip-
ple their opponents. Such an atti-
quarter. After an exchange 
punts, Rollins started a march 
from her own 23-yard line. In sev-
en plays, she had smashed 77 yards 
for the 7th touchdown of 
game. Frank Grundler, whose 
blocking had been a joy to see 
throughout the game, carried the 
mail over. Davis' kick was blocked. 
The Spartans came very close to 
scoring in the last few minutes of 
play. A pass from Moore to How-
ell was completed, and Howell rac-
ed to the 7-yard line before Merlin 
Mitchell caught him. He fumbled, 
however, and Mitchell recovered. 
The game ended as Davis kicked 
)Ut. 
Friday their only remaining game 
will be their return conflict with 
the Hatters. From there they will 
journey to Cuba where they will 
play against the Cuban team and 
slug it out against Tampa again. 
Outstanding throughout the 
game was the kicking. Brankert, 
especially, and Johnson and Davis 
upheld the Tars with some beauti-
ful work. Captain Don Ogilvie 
at the start of the fourth I played a smashing game at guard. 
GUNSMOKE 
By DICK and AL 
The girls have finally crashed 
through with two entries, Alice 
Newcomer, Pi Phi pledge, and Con 
Carey, Independent menace. These 
two have just entered the course, 
and are now in the preliminary 
stage of instruction. 
Last week Wednesday saw the 
opening of the hunting season, but 
as yet we've heard nothing of Nim-
rodic endeavors. Some of the 
K. A.'s were planning a trip to 
Louis Bills' shack on the St. Johns 
River for a little duck hunting. 
In case you are interested in 
hunting, licenses can be obtained 
at the County Clerk's office in Or-
lando. 
Ihe great combination of 
BETTE DAVIS anrf ERROL FLYNN, 
shown above in costume and informally, 
Sives millions a lot of pleasure in 
Warner Bros, current release, 
"ThePrivateLives of Elizabeth & Essex 
The great combination of tobaccos in 
Chesterfield gives millions real smok-
ing pleasure because they're cooler, 
better-tasting and definitely milder. 




am^ Better Taste 
With Chesterfield's Right Combination of the 
world's best American and Turkish tobaccos 
W h e n you ask for Chesterfields 
you're buying something no other 
cigarette can give you at any price 
. . . a cooler, better-tasting and def-
initely milder smoke. Make your 
next pack Chesterfield. You can't 
^ buy a better cigarette. 
Light up a Chesterfield and 
you're all set to enjoy Real 
Smoking Pleasure with the 
best cigarette money can buy 
. . . THEY SATISFY. 
esterfield 
